Palm Homework Grid – Autumn 2021
Topic: Bedford Through the Ages
Daily Practice – Reading, Spellings, TT Rock Stars
English

Lexia 30 minutes a
week.

Describe your favourite
place to go locally.

Keep a diary/ blog.

Plan the perfect day
out.

Maths
Can you read aloud to
a pet or family
member every day for
15minutes?

Watch newsround and
write your views on
what you hear.

Topic

Can you write the
numbers 1-50 using
words?

Can you complete all
your Prodigy and TT
Rock stars work online?

Can you partition
number 1-100 into tens
and ones?

Can you count money
to the total of £5 in 10p
and 20p?

Can you complete
your 10 times table up
to 12x3?

Can you complete
your 5 times tables up
to 12x5?

Social Skills & Life Skills

Visit a museum in
Bedford and talk
about what you saw.

Take photos of
Buildings in Bedford,
can you talk about
the difference
between new ones
and old ones?

Walk along the river
Ouse, what kinds of
things did you see?

Research some
famous people from
Bedford.

Can you find out 5
interesting facts
about the Sikh
religion?

Can you make a
profile for 2 famous
people from
Bedford? – past and
present.

Find out how to catch
a bus from your house
into town.

Visit a market and buy
some fresh fruit and
vegetables. How
much did they cost?

Make a list of shopping
that you need and visit
3 different shops to get
your items.

Practice crossing the
road safely when
walking and using your
bike. (With adult
supervision).

Can you sort your
washing into white and
colors and use a
washing machine
independently?

Can you sort your
plastics and
cardboards into the
correct recyclable
bins?

Phonics
When you practice your spellings at home, highlight the ‘sounds of the week’ on the words

